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To explore the correlation between earthquakes and spatial ultra-low

frequency electric field disturbances and to study the phenomenon of

seismic ionospheric disturbances, this study uses 3 years of electric field ULF

band data from 2019 to 2021 observed by the electric field detector carried by

the CSES to identify anomalous disturbances using the anomaly automatic

detection algorithm based on empirical mode decomposition for the

2,329 seismic events of magnitude not less than 5.0 and the electric field

ULF disturbances in this period are analyzed by Superposed Epoch Analysis, and

the statistical results are compared and analyzed in depth by earthquake

location and different magnitudes in terms of both spatial and temporal

scales and spatial distribution. The results show that: 1) There is a correlation

between earthquakes of magnitude not less than 5.0 and ultra-low frequency

disturbances in the electric field. The abnormal disturbance mainly occurred

11 days before the earthquake, 2 days before the earthquake to the day of the

earthquake, and the location of the earthquake is within 200 km from the

epicenter. 2) Sea earthquakes can observe more pre-seismic anomalous

electromagnetic disturbances than land earthquakes. 3) In terms of

earthquake magnitude, the larger the magnitude, the earlier the pre-

earthquake anomalous disturbances appear and the wider the range of

anomalies. This study provides an effective way to explain seismic

ionospheric phenomena, and also provides a reference for the application of

electromagnetic monitoring satellites in earthquake prediction and early

warning as well as disaster prevention and mitigation.
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1 Introduction

Theoretical studies show that pre-earthquake stress changes,

micro-ruptures and small shocks cause variations in the ground

electromagnetic field. After LAIC (lithosphere-atmosphere-

ionosphere coupling), the electromagnetic anomalies generated

during the seismic breeding process affect various parameters of

the ionosphere, causing anomalous changes, such as electron and

ion densities, electric and magnetic field strengths (Zhang et al.,

2009a; Zhang et al., 2009b; Zhang et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2013;

Zhang et al., 2020; Adib et al., 2021). Since the first report of

anomalies in satellite electromagnetic signals before earthquakes

in 1982, studies of ionospheric anomalies based on space satellite

observations began to emerge (Gokhberg et al., 1982), So far,

scholars around the world have conducted many observations,

experiments and researches on the relationship between pre-

earthquake electromagnetic anomalies and earthquakes, which

has accumulated valuable experience and provided rich

information for people to understand the pre-earthquake

electromagnetic anomalies (Varotsos and Alexopoulos, 1984;

Fraser-Smith et al., 1990; Varotsos and Lazaridou, 1991;

Slifkin, 1993; Uyeda et al., 2000; Zlotnicki et al., 2001;

Varotsos et al., 2003; Uyeda et al., 2009; Kon et al., 2011;

Serebryakova et al., 2013; Sarlis, 2018). The DEMETER

satellite is the first launched satellite dedicated to earthquake

monitoring. During its operation, many typical earthquake cases,

such as Sumatra earthquake, Wenchuan earthquake, Yushu

earthquake, Chile earthquake, etc., were observed with

significant changes in various parameters of the ionosphere

before the earthquake (He et al., 2009; Solovieva et al., 2009;

Błeçki et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Sarkar and Gwal, 2010;

Zhima et al., 2012b; Yao et al., 2014; Ouyang and Shen, 2015b).

Moreover, the statistical analysis of seismic events using

DEMETER satellite data also yielded a series of results

reflecting the characteristics of seismic ionospheric

phenomena. Yan et al. (2017) used the statistical data of ion

density observed by the DEMETER satellite from 2004 to 2010, it

is found that the anomalies before the earthquake with a

magnitude of more than 4.8 mainly occurred 5 days before

the earthquake and were within 200 km from the epicenter. A

statistical study of magnetic field perturbation before and after

earthquakes of magnitude not less than seven in the Northern

Hemisphere from 2005 to 2009 by Zeren et al. (2012) found that

42% of 26 strong earthquakes showed a gradual increase in

magnetic field perturbation amplitude before the earthquake

and the change eventually exceeded 3 times the standard

deviation, afterwards the perturbation amplitude declined and

an earthquake occurred during the declination; 35% of strong

earthquakes had a maximum disturbance amplitude exceeded

3 times the standard deviation, and the earthquake occurred

during the period when the disturbance amplitude was at its

highest value, and the magnetic field disturbance amplitude

gradually fell back after the earthquake. Ouyang et al. (2020)

investigated the correlation between ULF wave activity in the

nighttime ionosphere and earthquakes using electric field data in

the DC/ULF range recorded by the DEMETER satellite from

May 2005 to November 2010, and found that the incidence of

ULF wave disturbances was significantly enhanced at less than

200 km from the epicenter about 7 days before the earthquake.

Since the launch of the China Seismo-Electromagnetic

Satellite (CSES), a large number of seismic case analyses and

statistical studies have also been conducted (Huang et al., 2022).

Using ULF magnetic field data observed by CSES during the

2018 Indonesia earthquake of magnitude 7.4, Yang et al. (2021)

found large anomalous changes in all three components of the

magnetic field before the earthquake. Li et al. (2022a, 2022b) used

the electric field data observed by the CSES in the 2020 Caribbean

Sea 7.7 earthquake and found that the ULF electric field

waveform anomalies started to increase in the third period

before the earthquake, and used the signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) method to calculate the SNR changes and ionospheric

height changes over the earthquake area before and after the

earthquake, and found that the SNR decrease was accompanied

by a simultaneous decrease in the low ionospheric height. Zhu

et al. (2021) calculated the electron density and electron

temperature data for 2.5 years since the launch of CSES

satellite and found a strong correlation between ionospheric

anomalies and earthquakes of magnitude not less than 5.0,

with the anomalies mainly concentrated within 200 km in

1–7 days and 13–15 days before the earthquake. Li et al.

(2020) used data such as ion density and electron density

observed by CSES to count earthquakes of magnitude not less

than 4.8 that occurred during August 2018–November 2019, and

the results showed that the most anomalous disturbances

occurred in the day of the earthquake.

Studies on anomalous changes in electric and magnetic fields

before earthquakes have covered almost the entire

electromagnetic wave band from DC to HF (Zlotnicki et al.,

2006; M, 2013; Píša et al., 2013;Walker et al., 2013; Li et al., 2018).

Among the many ionospheric parameters, the study of electric

field ULF band is considered to be the most promising research

direction for earthquake ionospheric precursors because of its

large stratum depth, which is comparable to the depth of the

earthquake (Hayakawa et al., 2007). Although a large number of

statistical analyses of the correlation between ULF disturbances

and earthquakes have been done in previous studies, they have

not been classified according to different earthquake magnitudes,

seismogenic regions such as sea earthquakes and land

earthquakes, and the northern and southern hemisphere. The

statistical study of the ultra-low frequency (ULF) electric field

observed by CSES and DEMETER satellites, which are different

in terms of operational altitude and orbital period, is also

inadequate. To sum up, it is necessary and meaningful to

carry out the statistical study of ULF recorded by CSES.

Therefore, in the study, we detect all ULF disturbances during

2019–2021 using an automatic EMD-based ULF disturbance
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detection algorithm and statistically analyze the detected ULF

disturbances with the earthquakes of magnitude 5.0 or higher

that occurred during this period. We performed the spatial and

temporal statistics and spatial distribution statistics between

earthquakes and ULF disturbances according to the location

and epicenter of earthquakes and other parameters, and obtained

a series of spatial and temporal characteristics between the

earthquake-related ULF disturbances.

2 Data source and selection

2.1 Data source

Launched on 2nd February 2018, the scientific objectives of

the CSES are to obtain global electromagnetic field, ionospheric

plasma, and high-energy particle observation data, and to

conduct real-time monitoring of ionospheric dynamics and

earthquake precursor tracking in China and surrounding

regions. CSES operates in a sun-synchronous orbit at an

altitude of about 507 km, with a revisit period of 5 days and

an orbital inclination of 97.4°. In general, the working mode of

CSES is BURST mode. In order to be able to conduct focused

detection in the whole China and surrounding areas as well as the

Pacific seismic zone and the Eurasian seismic zone, the working

mode of CSES in these areas is in SURVEY mode. The CSES

carries eight payloads, namely High Precision Magnetometer

(HPM), Search Coil Magnetometer (SCM), Electric Field

Detector (EFD), Plasma Analyzer Package (PAP), Langmuir

Probe (LAP), High Energetic Particle Package (HEPP), GNSS

Occultation Receiver (GRO) and Tri-Band Beacon (TBB). The

EFD has four different detection bands, DC-ULF (0–16 Hz), ELF

(6 Hz–2.2 kHz), VLF (1.8 kHz–20 kHz), and HF

(18 Khz–3.5 MHz). The sampling rate of ULF band is 125 Hz

and the sampling period is 2.048 s, hence there are 256 sampling

points per operating cycle (Ma et al., 2018). Its data products

under different working modes are shown in Table 1.

2.2 Data selection

Earthquakes affect the ionosphere very rapidly. Generally,

the larger the magnitude, the easier it is to observe pre-

earthquake ionospheric anomalies. For this reason, this

study uses earthquake data published on the USGS website

(https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/, accessed on

1st February 2022) for earthquakes of magnitude not less than

5.0 in the 3-year period from 2019 to 2021. Electromagnetic

radiation generated by rock rupture is difficult to radiate from

deeper underground, so earthquakes with a source depth of less

than 40 km are selected (Ouyang et al., 2019).

Also, considering the complex ionospheric disturbances at

high latitudes (He et al., 2020), only earthquakes occurring at low

and middle latitudes were selected, and those with the south and

north latitudes not less than 50° were discarded. To improve the

reliability of the calculation results, only the main earthquake was

considered. The earthquakes with the largest magnitude within a

distribution range of ±2° in latitude and longitude and ±15 days

in time were selected. After such screening of data, the final

seismic library includes 2,329 seismic events, of which

geographical distribution is shown in Figure 1.

To determine the spatial and temporal extent of ionospheric

anomalous disturbances caused by seismic events, the correlation

between the magnitude of the earthquake and the extent of the

effect on ionospheric anomalies, as well as the comparability of

statistical results, are considered in determining the spatial

extent. The size of the seismic zone can be calculated

according to Eq. 1.

R � 100.43M (1)

where R represents the radius of the seismic zone in km, M

represents the magnitude of the earthquake (Dobrovolsky et al.,

1979). Based on previous experience, this formula can be used to

estimate the areas where anomalies may occur theoretically (De

Santis et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2022). The study area was chosen

to have a radius of 1,000 km centered on the epicenter.

For the selection of the time range, the time range was

calculated according to the rule of the operation period of

Zhangheng-1 satellite and the empirical Eq. 2 between the

earthquake magnitude and the anomaly time.

d � 10−3 × M4.9 (2)
where d is the number of days andM represents the magnitude of

the earthquake (Hu et al., 2020). Accordingly, 15 days before to

5 days after the earthquake are chosen as the study period.

To avoid the interference of statistical results caused by

anomalies due to excessive geomagnetic activity, it is set that

when the average geomagnetic activity index Kp > 3 in the day

when the disturbance occurs, all orbital data of that day are

removed. To exclude the interference caused by solar activity and

TABLE 1 Data products under different working modes.

Working mode DC-ULF (0–16 Hz) ELF (6 Hz–2.2 kHz) VLF (1.8 kHz–20 kHz) HF (18 Khz–3.5 MHz)

BURST Waveforms Waveforms Waveforms

SURVEY Waveforms Waveforms Spectra Spectra
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other factors on the ionosphere, the night-side data of the electric

field recorded by the CSES satellite are selected for the study.

In order to interpret anomalies more objectively and to gain a

comprehensive understanding of seismic ionospheric

phenomena, the observed anomalies need to be verified. In

statistical studies of seismic ionospheric phenomena, the

random event test method is often used to test the validity of

statistical results (Li, 2020; Ouyang et al., 2020). The events

generation does not simply rely on generating sequence of

random seismic events, but following certain rules to ensure

the validity of random events. To avoid the influence of seasonal

factors on the ionosphere, this study ensures that the random

earthquake time is within the same seasonal range as the actual

seismic event by pushing the actual earthquake 1 month ahead;

meanwhile, to avoid the complex electromagnetic interference in

high latitudes, only the longitude of the actual earthquake is

shifted 30° westward, so that the random earthquake and the

actual earthquake remain in a similar ionospheric environment

(Li and Parrot, 2013).

3 Automatic detectionmethod of ULF
disturbance anomalies

During the operation of the satellite, as the EFD cuts the

Earth’s magnetic lines of force, it makes the V×B additional

electric field on the basis of the original electric field (Ouyang and

Shen, 2015a). In addition, electromagnetic satellites work in the

ionosphere and are susceptible to interference from both above

(solar activity, etc.) and below (lithosphere, human activity, etc.)

(He et al., 2020). This all affects the observed data. In order to

remove these noise factors and to obtain the true perturbation of

the ULF electric field, the empirical mode decomposition (EMD)

and sample entropy based algorithm proposed by Li et al. (2022a)

is optimized and used. As a result, the automatic identification of

anomalous disturbances in ultra-low frequency electric fields is

achieved.

The detailed process of the automatic detection method for

ULF disturbance anomalies is as follows. Firstly, the original

signal is decomposed. The EMD decomposition is performed on

the original signal of the ULF waveform. The EMD

decomposition algorithm, as an adaptive data processing

method, is suitable for feature extraction of non-linear and

non-stationary time series, and the original signal is

decomposed and then reconstructed, so that the variation of

the signal can be amplified (Huang et al., 1998; Papadopoulou

and Skordas, 2014). The EMD decomposition algorithm uses the

time-scale characteristics of the signal itself to decompose the

signal, and any complex signal can be decomposed into a number

of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMF) that are different from each

other and a residual signal. Each IMF carries information about

local features of the original information at different time scales

(Lu and Wang, 2021). Each IMF must satisfy the following

requirements. 1) The extreme points in the original data series

FIGURE 1
Global earthquake distribution in 2019–2021. In this figure, the green dots indicate earthquakes ofmagnitude five to six, the yellow dots indicate
earthquakes of magnitude six to seven, and the red dots indicate earthquakes of magnitude seven or higher.
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differ by at most one point from when they pass zero. 2) At any

time, the average envelope defined by the local maximum and

minimum of the signal is zero.

The EMD decomposition algorithm is shown in Eq. 3.

S � ∑n

j�1cj + r (3)

where S is the original signal, n is the number of IMF components

obtained by decomposition, cj is the jth IMF component, and r is

the residual signal, representing the average trend of the signal.

Secondly, the signal is reconstructed. In order to capture the

anomalous information that exists as much as possible and

extract the decomposed anomalous feature signals, the sample

entropy is used to evaluate the complexity of each IMF obtained

by EMD decomposition. Sample entropy is a new measure of

time series complexity proposed by Richman and Moorman

(2000), with better estimation than simple time-domain

statistics. It is a commonly used method to calculate entropy

values without coarse-grained extraction for original data

processing and with high interference resistance. The higher

the sample entropy, the higher the complexity of the time series

signal and the higher the probability of carrying an implied

anomalous information signal. The sample entropy of each IMF

after EMD decomposition is calculated, and then the mean value

of the sample entropy of all IMFs is calculated and taken as the

base value, and the IMF sequences with sample entropy not less

than the base value are selected for reconstruction, which can

effectively reduce the error sources. After the original signal is

decomposed by EMD and reconstructed by sample entropy, the

trend signal of the electric field can be effectively removed from

the spatial electric field waveform data to obtain the real electric

field information, thus clearly depicting the anomalous change

information.

Thirdly, the noise signal is removed. The factors that cause

ionospheric, disturbances are complex and diverse, and not all

the anomalies observed by satellites are caused by earthquakes;

geomagnetic activity, solar activity, acoustic heavy waves,

ionospheric disturbance transport, changes in plasma

dynamics, and large-scale meteorological activity may cause

ionospheric disturbances (Parrot, 2011). For this purpose the

reconstructed signal is smoothed using the S-G filtering method

to obtain a weighted moving average of the original data to

reduce the effect of some noise on the signal (Savitzky and Golay,

1964; Li, 2015).

Finally, anomalous values are automatically identified. After

the electric field disturbance anomaly signal obtained from the

above steps, further determination of the disturbance anomaly

value is required. 1) The magnitude of the outliers must exceed

3 times the standard deviation. 2) In order to avoid recording

some non-anomalous signals, such as pulsed anomalous

disturbances caused by data bursts or satellite calibration

signals, only disturbance anomalies with anomaly duration up

to three consecutive sampling points, about 6.144 s, are recorded,

and the satellite flies about 50 km during this time, thus avoiding

recording some non-anomalous signals, such as pulsed

anomalous disturbances caused by data bursts or satellite

calibration signals.

For example, a 7.7 magnitude earthquake (78.79°W

longitude, 19.46°N latitude) that occurred in the southern

waters of Cuba on 28th January 2020, is processed using an

automatic detection method for ultra-low frequency

disturbances. Figure 2 shows the observation results of orbit

10,823 before the earthquake.

From Figure 2C, it can be seen that there are multiple

waveform perturbations in the track, but it is difficult to

identify which of the many perturbations are caused by the

earthquake, which requires the discrimination of the

anomalies. From Figure 2D, it can be seen that the automatic

detection method of ultra-low frequency disturbances detects

anomalies near the epicenter, while at the same time the index

values of spatial environment such as Kp, Dst and F10.7 before

and after the earthquake are at normal levels, so it can be assumed

that the anomalies appearing at the epicenter may be caused by

the earthquake.

4 Statistical results and analysis

The process of earthquake generation is a complex

geophysical-chemical process, and the resulting anomalous

manifestations are therefore also complex and diverse. The

following statistics will be made on the relationship between

seismic events and ULF electric field anomalies from the

perspectives of time and space distribution of disturbance

anomalies. By analyzing the statistical results of multiple

earthquake events, it is expected that the general expression of

abnormal disturbance before earthquakes will be obtained.

4.1 Multi-seismic event spatio-temporal
superposed epoch analysis

4.1.1 Comparison of real and random seismic
events

To investigate the correlation between earthquakes and ultra-

low frequency disturbances of the electric field, superposed epoch

analysis method is used to highlight the weak but critical

information components from the complex background

information (Hayakawa et al., 2010; Kon et al., 2011). In the

superposed epoch analysis method, each grid is divided into a

12 h × 200 km spatio-temporal scale, and the Density is defined

as the number of anomalies per square kilometer. Using the

anomaly automatic detection algorithm introduced above, the

ULF electric field data of CSES for a total of 3 years from 2019 to

2021 were scanned to obtain 49,883 ULF disturbance anomalous

events; then the time difference and distance difference between
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each anomalous event and the earthquakes that occurred in the

same period were counted and put into the divided grid;

afterwards, the generated random earthquake sequences were

compared with the real earthquake sequences by superposed

epoch analysis. Of all the ultra-low frequency disturbances,

26,879 anomalies were related to actual earthquakes,

accounting for 53% of the total anomalies detected, and

15,906 anomalies were related to random earthquakes,

accounting for 31% of the total. In the statistics of real

earthquake events, 213 real earthquake events have not found

abnormal phenomena, accounting for 9.14% of all real

earthquake events.

From Figure 3A, it can be seen that among the

2,329 earthquakes of magnitude not less than 5.0, the

anomalies were concentrated within 200 km from the

epicenter in terms of the spatial extent of the disturbance

anomalies. Anomalous disturbances were also observed after

the earthquake, indicating that electromagnetic anomalies

generated during the earthquake from conception to

occurrence can persist for some time after the earthquake. It

is also clear from the figure that the electromagnetic anomalies

associated with the earthquake were concentrated before the

earthquake, and no concentration of anomalies was found on the

day of the earthquake. As shown in Figure 3B, there is no

significant correlation between random earthquakes and ULF

perturbations of the spatial electric field, and no concentration of

pre-earthquake anomalies is observed in the spatial and temporal

range. The statistical results for the pseudo seismic events show

that there is a significant correlation between the ULF

perturbation anomalies and the real earthquakes.

4.1.2 Comparative analysis of spatial and
temporal statistics of marine earthquakes and
land earthquakes

It is experimentally proven that ULF signals are generated

during rock rupture. The ULF signals generated by earthquakes

propagate upward through different media and produce different

observations. Therefore, it is necessary to count sea earthquakes

and land earthquakes separately. Among the earthquake

examples used in this experiment, 1,829 earthquakes in sea

area and 500 earthquakes on land are included. The results of

the superimposed ephemeral element comparison analysis of the

classification statistics of sea earthquakes and land earthquakes

are shown in Figure 4.

As shown in Figure 4A, the anomalies related with

earthquakes in the sea area appear 13 days before the

FIGURE 2
Pre-earthquake ULF disturbances in Cuba recorded by CSES orbit of 10,823. Subgraph (A) shows the area through which the satellite orbit
passes, and the black pentagons represents the epicenter location; subgraph (B) shows the electric field Ex component electric field value observed
by the electric field detector, and subgraph (C) shows the results of the first two steps of the automatic ultra-low frequency disturbance detection
method: the real electric field signal after EMD decomposition and recombination. And subgraph (D) shows the smooth electric field signal after
one S-G filtering, and the red dots represent the anomalies that exceed the determined threshold.
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earthquake and are concentrated within 200 km from 1 day

before the earthquake to the time of the earthquake. It is

noteworthy that the anomalies can also be observed 4 days

after the earthquake. As can be seen in Figure 4B, the

electromagnetic anomalies related with land earthquakes

increase only 2 days before the earthquake. Of the

1,829 earthquakes that occurred in the ocean,

21,797 electromagnetic anomalies were detected, while only

5,082 electromagnetic anomalies were related with 500 land

earthquakes. It follows that earthquakes occurring in the sea

are able to detect more anomalies than those occurring

on land.

FIGURE 3
Comparison of spatial-temporal superposed epoch analysis of ULF disturbances of real and random seismic electric fields, where subgraph (A)
are real earthquakes, (B) are random earthquakes, the horizontal axis indicates the time difference between the anomaly and the time of the
earthquake, and the vertical axis indicates the distance between the anomaly and the epicenter.

FIGURE 4
Statistical comparison of spatial-temporal superposed epoch analysis of sea earthquakes and land earthquakes. The subgraph (A) represent sea
earthquakes, (B) represent land earthquakes, the horizontal axis represents the time difference between the disturbance anomaly and the
earthquake, and the vertical axis represents the distance between the anomaly and the epicenter.
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4.1.3 Spatial and temporal statistical analysis of
different earthquake magnitudes

Previous studies have shown that the larger the magnitude of

the earthquake is, the wider the range and more frequent the

occurrence of spatial electric field disturbance anomalies are, and

the easier the anomalies are to be observed (Zhang et al., 2012). In

this paper, earthquakes are classified into two categories

according to their magnitude: one is earthquakes of

magnitude five to six and the other is earthquakes of

magnitude six and above. The earthquake catalog of this study

includes 2,090 earthquakes of magnitude five to six and

239 earthquakes of magnitude six and above. The results of

the spatio-temporal superposition ephemeral analysis of these

two types of earthquakes and the comparative analysis are shown

in Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows there is correlation between the spatial and

temporal extent of the concentrated appearance of pre-

earthquake electromagnetic anomalies and the magnitude of

the earthquake. In Figure 5A, most of the electromagnetic

anomalies appear within 200 km from the epicenter, and the

anomalies decrease substantially at 400 km from the epicenter;

the anomalies appear within two satellite operation cycles,

i.e., 10 days before the earthquake. The anomalies are most

obvious within 200 km of the epicenter 1 day before the

earthquake.

As shown in Figure 5B, electromagnetic anomalies

associated with earthquakes of magnitude six and above

can be observed 14 days before the earthquake, and the

anomalies appear in a wide spatial range. The anomalies

were most concentrated within 200 km 11 days before the

earthquake and 6 days before the earthquake, while those

1 day before the earthquake were concentrated at 800 km

from the epicenter.

4.2 Statistical analysis of the spatial
distribution of multiple seismic events

In the spatio-temporal superposed epoch analysis of multiple

seismic events, it is found that the ULF anomalous disturbances

related with earthquakes are mainly concentrated in the spatial

range within 200 km, while it is not clear in which direction they

appear. As a result, a study area is divided into every 200 km

outward with the epicenter as the center, and the orientation of

anomalies appearing within each area is further investigated. To

highlight the spatial electric field ULF anomalous perturbations

detected before the earthquake, the time range is chosen from

15 days before the earthquake to the time of the earthquake.

Figure 6 shows the statistical map of the spatial distribution of

anomalies for real earthquakes of magnitude not less than 5.0.

In Figure 6, the ULF disturbances are mainly concentrated

within 200 km south east of the epicenter, and a significant

concentration of anomalies can also be observed in a 400 km

range to the southeast. The concentration of anomalies near

the epicenter indicates a close coupling between seismic

events and ionospheric disturbance anomalies, and a strong

correlation between the appearance of anomalies and

earthquakes.

FIGURE 5
Statistical comparison of spatial-temporal superposed epoch analysis for earthquakes of different magnitudes, The subgraph (A) represents
earthquakes of magnitude from five to six, subgraph (B) represents earthquakes of magnitude not less than six. The horizontal axis represents the
time difference between the anomaly and the earthquake, and the vertical axis represents the distance between the anomaly and the epicenter.
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4.2.1 Comparative analysis of the spatial
distribution of sea earthquakes and land
earthquakes

In the spatial and temporal statistical comparison of

earthquakes in sea and land, it was found that the pre-seismic

anomalies appear earlier in the period of sea earthquakes

compared with land earthquakes. The following studies the

spatial distribution characteristics of anomalies from the

perspective of earthquakes in different regions, and the

statistical results are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7A shows the statistical map of the spatial distribution

of anomalies for earthquakes in the sea. It can be seen that the

anomalies related to earthquakes occurred in the sea are mainly

distributed within 200 km in the southeast. Figure 7B shows the

spatial distribution of anomalies for earthquakes on land. The

locations of ULF signal anomalies are more dispersed and widely

distributed, but most of them appear in the north side of the

epicenter. It can be seen from the comparative analysis that the

ionospheric disturbance related with the earthquake occurred in

the sea area is closer to the epicenter. The reason may be that the

FIGURE 6
Spatial distribution statistics of ULF disturbances in the spatial electric field of earthquakes of magnitude not less than 5.0 (black pentagrams
represent epicenters).

FIGURE 7
Statistical comparison of the spatial distribution of seismic anomalies in the sea and on land (black pentagrams represent epicenters).
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electromagnetic wave propagation medium of marine

earthquakes is single. However, when the electromagnetic

wave of land earthquake propagates from the underground to

the surface to the ionosphere, it is easy to be absorbed due to

encountering multiple media, making the initial weak signal of

earthquake preparation unable to reach the ionosphere, which

leads to this phenomenon.

4.2.2 Comparison of statistical analysis of spatial
distribution of different earthquake levels

Analysis of the spatial and temporal statistical results for

different earthquake magnitudes reveals that the larger the

magnitude is, the earlier the ULF signal disturbance

anomalies appear. The spatial distribution characteristics

of earthquakes of magnitude five to six and not less than

six are discussed below, and the statistical results are shown

in Figure 8.

Figure 8A shows the spatial distribution of disturbance

anomalies for magnitude five to six earthquakes, and subplot

Figure 8B shows the spatial distribution of disturbance anomalies

for magnitude not less than six earthquakes. As shown in

subgraph Figure 8A, the 5–6 earthquake anomalies mainly

appear on the east side of the epicenter within 400 km from

the epicenter, and are mostly concentrated within 200 km. As the

magnitude of the earthquake increases, the anomalies appear in a

scattered range, and can be observed within 1,000 km from the

epicenter, as shown in Figure 8B. It is noteworthy that almost all

the anomalies farther away from the epicenter appear in the

north side of the epicenter, and can only be observed within

400 km in the south side of the epicenter. This indicates that the

range of the anomalies caused by the earthquake increases with

the increase of the magnitude.

4.2.3 Comparison of statistical analysis of spatial
distribution in the northern and southern
hemispheres

It is generally accepted in previous earthquake studies that

the electromagnetic anomalies caused by earthquakes are usually

shifted in the direction of the magnetic equator, not exactly

directly above the epicenter because of the Earth’s magnetic field

(Pulinets and Legen’ka, 2003). Therefore, it is possible to divide

the northern and southern hemisphere comparisons according to

the location of earthquake occurrence, with 1,076 earthquakes in

the northern hemisphere and 1,253 in the southern hemisphere.

The statistical results of the spatial distribution of the northern

and southern hemispheres are shown in Figure 9.

As shown in Figure 9A, the east concentration of anomalies

in seismic events occurring in the northern hemisphere occurs in

the region south of the epicenter; in Figure 9B, the anomalies are

mainly concentrated in the eastern side for earthquakes

occurring in the southern hemisphere. Previous studies have

shown that ionospheric anomalies caused by earthquakes are

usually shifted along the geomagnetic magnetic line of force

toward the geomagnetic equator, a phenomenon that is

consistent with the spatial statistical distribution of

earthquakes in the Northern Hemisphere but not in the

Southern Hemisphere.

5 Discussion and conclusion

5.1 Discussion

The statistical results in this study demonstrate that the

occurrence of seismic anomalies of magnitude not less than

FIGURE 8
Statistical comparison of the spatial distribution of different earthquake magnitudes (black pentagons represent epicenters).
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5.0 was within 200 km from the epicenter in about 11 days before

and 2 days before to 12 h before the earthquake. In addition, we

found a noteworthy that there was no concentration of anomalies

found on the day of the earthquake, a situation that has been

reported in many previous studies (Boudjada et al., 2010;

Georgios et al., 2012), This phenomenon will be a major part

of our future research. Among the earthquake cases studied, 87%

of the earthquakes were of magnitude 5–6, according to the

earthquake preparation zone formula, it is reasonable that the

range of anomalies generated during the earthquake incubation

process is concentrated within 400 km, with the most obvious

within 200 km. Interestingly, the appearance of anomalous

disturbances was also found after the earthquake, which may

be due to the tectonic plates still colliding with each other after

the main earthquake. Moreover, eighty percent of the earthquake

cases in this study occurred in the sea, and secondary hazards

such as tsunamis and volcanic eruptions caused by the

earthquake can also lead to ionospheric disturbances (Jin

et al., 2010; Hao et al., 2012). Earthquakes are generated by

the collision and compression of tectonic plates against each

other, and the displacement and faulting caused by earthquakes

may also cause ionospheric disturbances in the post-earthquake

crustal recovery process. In this regard, there is no in-depth

analysis in this study, and further research is needed.

From the spatial perspective, the anomalies related with the

sea earthquakes were mainly concentrated in the spatial range

within 200 km from the epicenter, while those related with the

land earthquakes were more scattered; temporally, the anomalies

related with the sea earthquakes appeared several times before

the earthquake. Moreover, the average number of anomalies

related with each sea earthquake we counted was more than

that related with each land earthquake, so it is considered that

more anomalies can be observed for sea earthquakes.

In the classification statistics of earthquake magnitude, it is

found that although earthquakes of magnitude six or higher can

be observed in a larger spatial and temporal scale, the statistics of

anomalies within 200 km of the epicenter in one cycle before the

earthquake are not prominent. The reason for this result is, on

the one hand, that the effects of earthquakes with larger

magnitude can be observed in a large spatial scale; on the

other hand, it may be that there are too few earthquake cases,

which leads to insufficient observation results; additionally, since

the satellite is observing in motion, it is difficult to make a

complete observation of the gestation process of each earthquake

case, which may also lead to this result. In future studies, it is

necessary to improve the anomaly identification method,

accumulate more earthquake cases, conduct finer classification

and classification studies, and carry out joint studies of multiple

satellites to make up for the shortcomings in this regard.

5.2 Conclusion

In this study, the electric field ULF data observed by CSES in

2019–2021 are used for analysis, 26,879 ULF disturbance events

related with earthquakes are identified from 2,329 earthquakes of

magnitude not less than 5.0 using the automatic ULF disturbance

algorithm, followed by a superposed epoch analysis. The study was

conducted both temporally and spatially, with analyze of spatial

distribution characteristics, and the following four conclusions are

obtained from the statistical analysis according to earthquake

location and earthquake magnitude respectively.

FIGURE 9
Statistical analysis of spatial distribution in the northern and southern hemispheres (black asterisks represent epicenters).
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(1) By superposed epoch analysis and random event test for

earthquakes of magnitude not less than 5.0, it is

demonstrated that ULF disturbance events are highly

correlated with earthquakes.

(2) From the spatial and temporal statistics, the anomalous

disturbances of earthquakes of magnitude not less than

5.0 usually appear 11 to 2 days before the occurrence of

the earthquake. In terms of spatial distribution

characteristics, the earthquake-related anomalies are

mainly concentrated within 200 km to the south-east of

the epicenter.

(3) Sea earthquakes can observe more pre-seismic

anomalous electromagnetic disturbances than land

earthquakes.

(4) With the increase of earthquake magnitudes, the anomalies

tend to appear earlier and are distributed more widely.
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